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ISS Water Recycling System
Concept to Practice
It is one thing to talk about what could be done but entirely another to make it work
Mars
Reliability – A new Direction















Phospholipid Fatty Acid - Palmitic









• Aquaporins are integral cell membrane proteins that serve 
as channels in the transfer of water.
• This protein provides a structured inner pore that has a 
internal + charge.
• In mammalian cells, more than 10 variations have been 
identified. 
• Aquaporins can be embedded into lipid membranes and 








1. Diagnosis from Earth 
using telemedicine
2. Identification of 
genetic code for 
expression and 
transmission of code 
from Earth to space.
3. Printing of code into DNA in flight.








6.  Therapeutic use of 
synthetic drug during 
flight.
melanin  purification




• Doris A. Taylor - Texas Heart Institute
Glenn Gaudette, Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute uses the same process to convert 
spinach leafs into cardiac scaffolds.
In the future 3 D printed scaffolds could 
provide bases for fully artificial structures.
Bio Imaging
Chris Voigt, University of California in San 
Francisco
Tobi Delbruck, iniLabs
Uses traditional software 
approach to simulate function 
of retina. 
Uses inserted genes from blue-green algae into the 
cell membrane of the E. coli. One gene codes for a 
protein that reacts to red light. Once activated, that 
protein acts to shut down the action of a second 
gene. This switch-off turns an added indicator 
solution black. Delivers a resolution of 100 
megapixels per square inch.
The Living Habitat
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